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Session 1
Transformative Leadership in a
PLC: Cultivating a collaborative
culture
Transforming a school into a high-performing PLC requires strong and effective leadership. Learn how to
make the goals of your school leadership more eﬃcient and effective through the conduit of collaborative
teams. Discover the interactions and actions you might take with collaborative teams – as opposed to those
with individual educators – to effect genuine change in your school.
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According to Marzano, Waters and McNulty (2006), the typical human response is to address
almost all problems as if they require small, incremental steps. However, when problems
are complex – like the pivotal PLC problem of how to guarantee high levels of learning for all
students – a more radical approach is required. As Fullan (2001) explains, ‘The big problems
of the day are complex, rife with paradoxes and dilemmas. For these problems, there are
no once-and-for-all answers’ (p. 73). These problems require change that warrants decisive,
e,
swift action, since ‘schools that go slow and do a little at a time’ may ‘end up doing so little
that they succeed only in upsetting everything without accruing the benefits of change’
e (Sizer
quoted in Fullan 1993, p. 78).
So, which of the 21 responsibilities are appropriate when first-order change
ang is
s requir
required, and
which are most appropriate for second-order change? All 21 responsibilities
bilities d
defi
fine
ne tthe standard operating procedures in a school and typify first-order change. Second-order
nd-order change,
c
however, is most closely related to seven of the 21 responsibilities. They
ey are as follows:
f
n Change Agent
n Flexibility
n Ideals/Beliefs
n Intellectual Stimulation
n Knowledge of Curriculum, Instruction
n and Ass
Assessment
n Monitoring/Evaluating
n Optimiser
Let us consider each of these
se seven rresponsibilities briefly in relation to the role of a PLC
leader.

CHANGE AGENT
GENT
In alignment wit
with
th Action 2.1, this responsibility refers to the extent that a leader is willing to
challenge the
he sta
status
us quo and upset a school’s equilibrium in order to drive transformation.
The specifi
cific behav
behaviours and characteristics associated with this responsibility are as follows:

24

n

c
consciously
challenging the status quo

n

being willing to lead change initiatives with uncertain outcomes

n

systematically considering new and better ways of doing things

n

consistently attempting to operate at the edge versus the centre of
the school’s competence (Marzano, Waters & McNulty 2006, p. 45)
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In research involving interviews with 19 principals of Victorian schools, Gurr (2002) found that
these Australian leaders ‘generally describe themselves … as showing transformational leadership qualities’ (p. 90). According to Bass and Avolio (1996), transformational leadership is
a process in which the leaders take actions to increase their associates’
awareness of what is right and important, to raise their associates’ motivational maturity and to move their associates to go beyond the associates’
es
own self-interests for the good of the group, organisation, or society. (p.
11)
p. 11
individua within
In other words, transformational leaders are agents of change, both for individuals
tional leadersh
the school and for the school as a whole. In a PLC, transformational
leadership inspires
a
high levels of commitment and motivation, as transformationall leaders are able
to develop
ve respon
models of collaborative practice that create high levels of collective
responsibility. This in turn
eel secure enough to take risks
establishes a culture of innovation in which staff members feel
and trial new ideas.
ounds. It is inevitable that even the most
Yet becoming a change agent is not as simple as it sounds.
me degree of
o discomfort, disagreement or recourageous of PLC leaders will experience some
n challenges
challenge deeply held beliefs, and ‘even the
sistance to the process; after all, change often
change (Fullan 2008, p. 61). As John Kenneth
most assertive of teachers can be fearful of change’
Galbraith (1971) once said, ‘Faced with the choice between changing one’s mind and proving
st everyone
everyon gets busy on the proof.’ In response, Fullan
that there is no need to do so, almost
nts don’t ‘l
(2001) proposes that change agents
‘live more peacefully, but … they can handle more
nd are better
bet
uncertainty – and conflict – and
at working through complex issues in ways that
plete the co
energize rather than deplete
commitment of the organizational members’ (p. 15).

FLEXIBILITY
This responsibility
ility refers to the extent to which leaders can adapt to the needs of a changing
situation,
comfortable with dissent and can see things from different perspectives. The
n, are comfort
specific behaviour
behaviours and characteristics associated with this responsibility are as follows:
n

adapting one’s leadership style to the needs of specific situations

n

being directive or non-directive as the situation warrants

n

encouraging people to express diverse and opposing opinions

n

being comfortable with making major changes in how things are done
(Marzano, Waters & McNulty 2006, p. 49)
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Flexibility refers to the degree to which leaders adjust their leadership style to account for the
current reality and to manage conflict. Like the Change Agent responsibility, this responsibility is associated with transformational leadership. Transformational leaders use flexibility to
help people adapt in order to meet mutual goals. They emphasise communication, positive
e
relationships, support and accountability (Muhammad & Hollie 2012).
In creating a shared understanding and common language, PLC leaders re-envisage collegial
geous co
conflict as critical to growth. They spend time developing a culture in which courageous
conversations are introduced, practised and then embedded into the school’s culture.

IDEALS/BELIEFS
This responsibility refers to leader’s role in shaping the ideals and beliefs that underpin the
mission and vision of the school (see Commitment 4). The specifi
behaviours and characterecific b
istics associated with this responsibility are as follows:
n

ut schools, teaching, and learncommitting to well-defined beliefs about
ing

n

ching, and learning with the staff
sharing beliefs about school, teaching,

n

aligning behaviours so that they are cconsistent with beliefs (Marzano,
Waters & McNulty 2006, p. 51)

989), ‘practice without belief is a forlorn existence’ (p. 55). If
In the words of De Pree (1989),
ir best when they operate from a set of strong ideals and beliefs
human beings are at their
ed values are a key element of effective PLCs, and it is the leader’s
(Marzano 2006), then shared
responsibility to foster and promot
promote these values. The question of ideals and beliefs in a PLC
ssue of school culture – discussed in Commitment 1 – as the ideas and
goes back to the issue
beliefs that typifyy a conven
conventional school must be modified in order to create the schoolwide
culture of collaboration n
necessary to propel the PLC process.

INTELLECTUAL
LLECTU
STIMULATION
This
his respo
responsibility refers to the extent to which the school leader ensures that all staff members are aware of the most current theories and practices regarding effective learning. The
specifi
ec c behaviours and characteristics associated with this responsibility are as follows:

26

n

continually exposing staff to contemporary research and theory on
effective schooling

n

keeping informed about current research and theory on effective
schooling
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n

fostering systematic discussion regarding current research and theory
on effective schooling (Marzano, Waters & McNulty 2006, p. 53)

The responsibility of Intellectual Stimulation requires PLC leaders to ensure that all members of staff are familiar with the latest research and theory pertaining to quality teaching,
aching,
as discussions around these topics are an integral part of PLC culture. For Fullan (2001),
2001),
this responsibility involves ‘knowledge building, knowledge sharing, knowledge creation
eation [and]
[and
knowledge management’ (p. 77). Leaders who prioritise Intellectual Stimulation
deliberately
on deliber
and regularly weave discussions on contemporary research into their everyday interactions
inte
with the school community.
Lashway (2001) sees the exposure of staff to new knowledge as a key drive
driver of the change
eaders must build teacher
process, explaining that ‘deep changes require deep learning, and leaders
zano (2015)
(2015 has argued that dislearning into the everyday fabric of school life’ (p. 7). Marzano
onsibility a
tributed knowledge, collective capacity and shared responsibility
are a more powerful catalyst
ers workin
for improvement than the abilities of the best teachers
working in isolation, while additional
research indicates that
ections between
be
a school’s social capital – the connections
educators and the exe
tent to which they exchange and build on each
other’s knowledge – is just
dent achiev
as powerful a predictor of student
achievement as raw human capital – the
rs. (Nationa
skills of individual teachers.
(National Center for Literacy Education 2013,
p. 4)
ests, it is crit
As this evidence suggests,
critical for PLC leaders to ensure that even the most controversial new ideas are discussed and shared collaboratively, as it is through this collective
process that theory can be tran
transformed into practice.

KNOWLEDGE
WLEDGE OF CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT
This responsibility
ponsibility refers to the extent to which the school leader is a leader of learning. The
fic behavio
specifi
behaviours and characteristics associated with this responsibility are as follows:
n

possessing extensive knowledge about effective
instructional practices

n

possessing extensive knowledge about effective curricular practices

n

possessing extensive knowledge about effective
assessment practices

n

providing conceptual guidance regarding effective classroom
practices (Marzano, Waters & McNulty 2006, p. 55)
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Knowledge of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment is a key responsibility in a PLC, since a
PLC leader’s primary role ‘is the guidance and direction of instructional improvement’ (Elmore
2000, p. 13). In addition to taking a transformational approach to leadership, successful PLC
C
leaders are also instructional leaders: they focus upon the direct impact of teacher practice
e
on student outcomes. In the words of Robinson, Hohepa & Lloyd (2009), ‘Instructional leadeadership establishes an academic mission; provides feedback on teaching and learning;
ng; and
promotes professional development’ (p. 88). In order to fulfil the goal of improving
g outcomes
for every student, instructional leaders are required to both cultivate a comprehensive
unomprehensive u
derstanding of curriculum, instruction and assessment, and to use this knowledge
owledge to guide
classroom practice. As Robinson (2006) maintains, school leaders ‘cannot
competently and
cannot compe
confidently lead instructional improvement, even with substantial delegation of responsibilities, without in-depth and up-to-date knowledge of at least one curriculum
area’ (p. 72).
culum are

MONITORING/EVALUATING
This responsibility refers to how the leader uses evidence
vidence and data to ensure that the direction in which the school is headed results in tangible
improvements in student learning. The
e improve
specific behaviours and characteristics associated
this responsibility are as follows:
ted with th
n

ctiveness of the school’s curricular,
continually monitoring the effectiveness
ent practices
practic
instructional, and assessment

n

e of the impact
i
being continually aware
of the school’s practices on
ment (Marzano,
(Marzano Waters & McNulty 2006, p. 56)
student achievement

acco
The concept of monitoringg and accountability
is not new. Too often, however, accountability
has been imposed on schools from the outside in the form of school inspections and standardised tests. In fact,, the most effective form of accountability occurs when professionals
sessment and then actively take steps to bring about improvement. The
engage in self-assessment
ity of Monitori
responsibility
Monitoring/Evaluating stipulates that it is a PLC leader’s role to monitor the
extent to which scho
school practices have an effect on student achievement. This form of aclity require
countability
requires strong commitment and a clear vision: ‘The more understood, accepted
ohesive the
th culture of a school, the better able it is to move in concert toward ideals it
and cohesive
olds and ob
holds
objectives it wishes to pursue’ (Sergiovanni 1995, p. 46).

OPTIMISER
This responsibility refers to the extent to which the school leaders inspire others and act as
a driving force behind the implementation of challenging innovations. The specific behaviours
and characteristics associated with this responsibility are as follows:

28
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n

inspiring teachers to accomplish things that might be beyond their grasp

n

being the driving force behind major initiatives

n

portraying a positive attitude about the ability of staff to accomplish
substantial things (Marzano, Waters & McNulty 2006, p. 56)

ve unless a
The transformation that the PLC process sets in motion is impossible to achieve
ge is poss
significant group of stakeholders within the school believe that useful change
possible.
to a fragme
Without a compelling vision, a transformational effort can dissolve into
fragmented list
where at al
of confusing projects that take the school in the wrong direction or nowhere
all. In failed
school improvement, there is often plenty of plans and programs but no vision, leaving teachse of directio
ers confused and alienated. Sometimes leaders do have a sense
direction, but it is communicated to staff in a way that is too complicated or obscure to be usef
useful.
Research suggests that optimism is a critical characteristic
stic of an effective school leader. As
Leithwood and colleagues (2006) note, ‘school leaders
and learning indirectly
s improve teaching
tea
and most powerfully through their influence on staff
commitment and working contaff motivation,
motivat
ditions’ (p. 10). The school leader commonly sets
tone in a school developing
ets the emotional
emo
an environment where ‘new ideas and innovation
abound’ (Blase & Kirby 2000, p. 5). While it
ation aboun
may not be easy to maintain an optimistic vision in th
the face of staff scepticism or resistance,
successful PLC leaders have the courage
rage to stick
stic with their vision and take the necessary
steps to achieve high levels of learning
all students.
rning for a

REFLECTION
PLC leadership is not easy.
sy. It takes
tak commitment, Second-order change – the change required
to transform schools
ols in order to improve learning for all students – requires courage and relentless focus. As Fritz (1994) explains, talk without action is
often employ
employed by people who ‘hold the vision’ while ignoring what is going
on around them. These are the idle dreamers who give real visionaries a bad
name. Not to confuse a creator with a dreamer. Dreamers only dream, but
creators bring their dreams into reality. Only an accurate awareness of reality
crea
and an accurate awareness of your vision will enable you to form structural
a
tension as an important part of the creative process. (p. 118)
This is far from easy to do – but the struggle and effort is worth it! The following scenario
illustrates the significance of courageous, focused school leadership in driving whole-school
improvement.
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Session 2
Transformative Leadership in
a PLC: Tools and strategies for
success
Moving beyond the theory of what a Professional Learning Community is, this session provides participants
with the tools and practical strategies needed to ensure that a robust Professional Learning Community can
thrive. During this session, participants will learn about key technical and organisation processes they can
use to support the transformation of their school as a PLC.
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some have complained publicly that collaborative team meetings intrude on
time when they could be planning lessons or marking assessments.
The leadership team at Northwest School decides to question a few of the
more dedicated educators to gather information about what is going on.
Educator after educator reports that meetings are being consumed with the
sharing of information, the completion of administrative duties and other
ther
tasks not directly related to student learning. When the school leaders
ers dig
deeper to analyse the demands being placed on teams, they are
e shocked
shocked to
discover that many are coming from the leadership team themselves.
selves
At Southeast School, by contrast, the leadership team
m takes steps
s
step to explicitly build consensus among staff about which tasks are appropriate
app
to
include on a collaborative team’s meeting agenda. Educators
duc
sa
are taught how
to ‘car park’ some less-pressing issues when theyy arise during collaborative
team discussions so that they can be followed
wed
d up at the
th appropriate time.
A daily bulletin is established and becomes
om s the central
c
point for all school
communications and reminders.
The leadership team models a focus
us
s on learning
lear
by acting as a filter to make
sure that staff meetings focus on prof
professional
ss
learning or collaborative problem-solving. They monitor collaborative
laborative team meetings and respectfully challenge teams when items appea
appear tha
that do not relate to the PLC process. The
leadership team raises
es the sta
status and importance of collaborative team
meetings by supporting
upportin
ng te
teams to ensure that they can focus on the right
work.

STRUCTURES
RES TO E
ENSURE EFFECTIVE COLLABORATIVE TEAMS
Scheduled
eduled ti
time to meet and plan
Most
people involved in school improvement agree that the most critical factor is time.
ost peopl
research validates this commonly held belief. According to Raywid (1993), ‘colWhat’s more,
m
laborative
time for teachers to undertake and then sustain school improvement may be more
abora
important than equipment, facilities or even staff development’.
im
Given that collaborative teams are the engines of school improvement when it comes to
achieving high levels of student learning, one of the most important questions that needs to
be resolved when transforming from a conventional school into a PLC is, ‘When will collabo-
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rative teams actually meet?’ In a true PLC, the work of the collaborative team becomes so
embedded in the daily efforts of educators that it is seen as an integral part of the school’s
operations. As such, allocating adequate time for collaborative team meetings is an imperative consideration for schools on the journey towards becoming a PLC.
ble or
As discussed in Action 4.2, the authority to modify the school’s structures, timetable
ship team
schedule typically rests with school leaders, so it is ultimately the leader or leadership
owever, ev
who will have the authority to make the provision of meeting time a reality. However,
even
ducators should be
though the authority to alter the existing structures rests elsewhere, educators
consulted for their views on the options available. This approach is one way of dist
distributing
ges to meetin
leadership beyond the leadership team as possible structural changes
meeting schedules
are considered.
o meet is n
It is important that the time provided for collaborative teams to
not simply added to
ool is to
t improve student learning
educators’ already busy schedules. If the priority of the school
n as a cru
outcomes, and if collaboration between educators is seen
crucial component in achievonal meeting o
ing this outcome, then the imposition of an additional
out of school hours sends the
collaborativ team interactions. The time alwrong message to educators about the value of collaborative
o be durin
located for collaborative teams to meet needs to
during the working school day and should
ng schedu
be built in to the weekly or fortnightly meeting
schedule of the school. It must be protected
deavours.
and given priority over all other school endeavours.
Beyond these basic principles, the specific a
answer to the question ‘When will collaborative
teams meet?’ will be as varied as the scho
schools themselves. Each school needs to answer this
rrent contex
question in light of its current
context and reality. What is clear is that while the solutions will
ool, a time must
m
vary from school to school,
be found. As challenging as the search for time can
ative ways to
t resolve this issue. Structural changes that school leaders
be, there are many creative
ave made to find this time include the following:
we’ve worked with have
posing an existing meeting time
n repurposing
sing student
stude assembly times
n using
e
n aligning educators’
preparation and planning times
adj
n adjusting
the start or end of the school day
c
n combining
classes involved in non-instructional activities to free up teachers to
meet collaboratively
n banking time by adjusting learning session length
By providing team meeting time during the working school day, school leaders send a strong
message that collaborative team time is key when it comes to the PLC goal of improving
student learning outcomes.

66
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Making and finding time is a necessary structural consideration when beginning the journey
to become a PLC, but how that time is used is also critical. While the scheduling of time for
collaborative teams to meet is vital, it does not necessarily mean that the allocated time
me
will be used productively to impact on teacher practice or student learning. Educators can
an
become frustrated and begin to see this time as yet another obligation that keeps them
m from
their real work of getting things done. Realising the potential of collaborative team meetings
requires that all team members have both the drive and the skills necessary to transform
these meetings into dynamic learning forums where the school’s PLC mission
n and vision
vis
come to life. Collaborative team meetings are the primary opportunities for
or teachers to work
together, so these meetings must be reserved for in-depth professional
sional discussions
discussio about
the learning program, student learning data and most effective teaching
practices in improveaching practic
ing student learning.
Given the need to ensure that collaborative team meetings remai
remain focused on the most criters should consider and, where posical issues related to teaching and learning, school leaders
mpletion o
sible, implement school structures to support the completion
of necessary tasks that arise
educa
from these discussions. Aligned planning time, when educators
have synchronised release
time from teaching responsibilities, is one way to ensure tthat teams of educators can carry
om decision
out the organisational tasks that flow on from
decisions and commitments agreed upon at
s could inc
collaborative team meetings. These tasks
include more detailed planning of the learnmon forma
ing program, continued work on common
formative assessment tasks, processing of data,
planning for intervention sessions and so on.
depe on many factors, including the size of the school,
The provision of additionall time will depend
the number of teachers at each year level, industrial agreements and the resources available
uccess of
o a school’s transformation into a PLC is not dependent on
to the school. While the success
this extra time, it is one way to ensure planning and organisational tasks do not intrude into
m meetin
collaborative team
meeting time.
Consider the following scenario, which compares how two schools deal with the issue of
g collabor
structuring
collaborative team time.

At Northwest School, the school leaders decide that collaborative teams will
meet weekly after school for one hour. Teams are told their meeting time and
given no opportunity to query it. From the onset, educators are vocal in their
negativity towards the meeting time, with the result that they meet because
of compliance rather than a sense of the importance of the work. Most
educators see collaborative team meetings as something extra that they
continued
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continued

are required to do, rather than as a practice essential to their endeavours to
achieve high levels of learning for all.
At Southeast School, the school leaders review all the meeting arrangements
that have developed in the school over time. They work from the premise that
‘If this work is important, it is important that we find time for teachers to
meet during the contractual school day’. The leaders decide that they will
not negotiate about the fact that collaborative teams must meet forr an hour
each week, but they are flexible on when this meeting occurs.
The school leaders consider a range of ways to create time for collabo
collaborative
ng times, aligning
team meetings, including repurposing existing meeting
s and creatively using
common planning time, providing additional resources
assembly time. Once they have a few options theyy think are feasible, they
w and then have
ask staff to suggest any other options they can come up with
s of each s
them list the advantages and disadvantages
suggestion.
y, a preferre
Once educators are involved in this way,
preferred option surfaces, and the
e
school leaders take the necessary steps to ensure
that this time becomes
the protected meeting time for each co
collaborative team. Following their
establish
involvement in the process of establishing
the meeting time, school staff
w they can use this time to achieve high levels of
are enthusiastic about how
ents.
learning for all students.

er collaboration
collabo
Structures that foster
A collaborative team
m without common purpose functions more as a group than as a team. To
mitigate this issue, collab
collaborative teams are often structured according to commonalities between teachers.
primary schools, teams are usually formed based on the common content
ers. In prima
that teachers
hers deliver
deliv to their students, while in secondary schools, teams may be made up
of educators
cators who
wh all teach the same year level or subject area. These commonalities allow
team
members to work together to achieve a common goal.
m membe
Since the primary approach used by collaborative teams is one of collective inquiry, in which
teams identify and address issues relevant to their students’ learning, the most important
consideration
when educators come together to form a team is to identify the team goals
co
that will unite them in their work. The more specific and targeted the goal, the stronger are
the bonds that unite the team. For example, in a primary school setting, all the teachers of
Year 4 students may form a collaborative team. United by the common skills and knowledge
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they have identified that all Year 4 students need to master, the team might come up with a
goal: ‘By the end of Term 3, 80% of students will score proficient (90%) or above on the skills
and knowledge related to Year 4 prioritised standards for the topic of fractions, as evidenced
by a common assessment to be administered on 8 September.’ This goal instantly unites the
educators because it compels them to work both individually and interdependently to achieve
eve
their aim. If all educators don’t work towards achieving the goal in their individual classrooms,
ooms,
the chance that the collective goal will be met is minimal. Carefully considering the goals
als that
individual educators have in common and constructing collaborative teams based
d on these
common goals provides a solid platform for future endeavours and inquiry.
ool leaders con
Once collaborative teams have been established, it is vital that school
consider the
ongoing support that teams need to be able to work collaboratively. As noted in C
Commitment
ares strong interdependent
3, just because educators are placed in a team, even one that shares
ave the skills
skil required to work
goals, doesn’t mean that each individual team member will have
aking sure that conversations focollaboratively. Team members will need to be skilled at making
spectful, constructive
c
cus on achievement of agreed-upon goals and remain respectful,
and objective.
quired for co
Without professional learning to foster the skills required
collaborative interaction, teams
can become unproductive and negative. As such, PLCs must d
develop structures that support
es necessary
necessa for collaborative team members
ongoing development of the skills and strategies
ams will n
to work effectively together. For example, teams
need to learn how to develop norms in a
range of areas. Other examples include:
n how to develop reasonable but challe
challenging goals that focus on student learning
orous and reliable
relia
n how to construct rigorous
common formative assessments
d strengthen
strength team trust
n ways to develop and
greement
n how to reach agreement
cuss and interpret learning data
n how to discuss
communic
n how to communicate
effectively
will quickly discover the need to increase their knowledge and understanducators wi
While educators
ings in
areas as they begin to work as a collaborative team, their lack of knowledge
n these ar
should
ould not be an excuse to delay the start of the PLC journey. These issues will naturally arise
collaborative teams do ‘the work’, providing a compelling purpose for the professional
as collabo
learning in these areas. Directed and specific professional learning on how to work effectively
as a team increases the ability of the team to ‘get on with’ the real work that they are meeting
a
about – the learning of the students they serve. When equipped with the skills to work effeca
tively as a team, educators gain professional confidence and improve their ability to ensure
high levels of learning for all students.
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The following scenario demonstrates the importance of professional learning designed to
foster collaboration.

At Northwest School, collaborative teams have been established and time
to meet has been arranged. The collaborative teams have developed norms
that outline the professional behaviours expected during team meetings.
Team members have a clear understanding of the PLC process and are endentify the
thusiastic about the work they will be doing together. The teams identify
elements of the curriculum that they want students to be proficientt in during
n assessments,
assessmen
the next cycle of learning, collaboratively develop common
and hold discussions about the learning data collected to identify stud
student
learning progress.
memb of Northwest’s
All these developments seem positive, but when a member
leadership team sits in on a collaborative team meeting, sh
she is shocked to
th motions. Discusdiscover that the team just seem to be going through the
w, cordial and
a brief, with very few
sions about the learning data are shallow,
a the leader notes that
opposing points of view being aired and debated, and
a
the team struggle to develop quality common assessments.
By the end of
der is con
the meeting, even the school leader
confused about which actions the
team members have agreed to implemen
implement before the next meeting.
At Southeast School, the leadersh
leadership team look carefully at the agenda of
their staff meeting and realise that the majority of the time is spent on items
that don’t have a high impact on student learning. Realising that collaboras often need
n
tive team members
to develop new skills and capabilities to be
he leaders s
successful, the
strip the staff meeting agenda of these low-priority
items and restruc
restructure this time for professional learning designed to develop
s and aptitudes
aptit
the skills
team members will require to get better at working
as a high-functio
high-functioning collaborative team.
leade monitor each team, and when common struggles are evident,
The leaders
all the members of that team participate in professional learning at the next
staf meeting. Teams that are making headway or have overcome an issue
staff
a invited to present. At the end of these meetings, the educators are
are
questioned about what else they need to know or be able to do to support
the work of their collaborative team. Because collaborative teams receive
regular and targeted professional learning in this way, team morale at Southeast is strong, and the collaborative functioning of teams quickly begins to
improve.
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Data-processing structures
The main purpose of collaborative team meetings is to provide the forum for educators to be
involved in highly effective, job-embedded action research in which the teaching and learning
rning
process is investigated. Based on the available learning data, educators in a team should
ould
select a specific aspect of student learning to examine in order to first gain an insight
ght into
what is happening in their classrooms and then identify the most effective teaching
ng practices
to implement. Collaborative teams in a PLC use learning data to establish goals,
provide evals, provid
idence of effective teaching, monitor progress to enhance individual and
teaching
nd collective tea
practice. Through the effective analysis of learning data, collaborative
develop the
e teams dev
capacity to manage their own improvement as they engage in job-embedded
ob-embedded professional
learning. As such, the analysis of data is an integral component
nt of the work of collaborative
teams and the PLC process.
The establishment of school structures to manage the processing
and collation of data emocess
beds the process of collective inquiry in the culture of the sc
school. Without this support,
valuable team time will be devoted to the collation of data rath
rather than to discussions of how
teacher practice can improve student achievement.
Organised systems to collate and repreent. Organ
sent data before it is discussed and analysed
collaborative teams must be established at
d by collab
the school level so that teams can dedicate
te their time
tim directly to the achievement of higher
levels of learning for students. One possible
option is the establishment of data-processing
ssible opti
teams made up of existing administrative
non-teaching personnel whose role is to manage
rative or no
and disseminate data in a timely and effect
effective manner.
The following scenario compares two contrasting schools to demonstrate the impact that
data-processing structures
have on the functioning of collaborative teams.
tures can hav

incipal of
o Northwest School is pleased with the way teachers have
The principal
pted to the PLC approach. Team members work collaboratively and unadapted
derstand the components of the PLC process. However, collaborative teams
constantly
constantl report that they don’t have enough time at meetings to undertake
rich and
an rigorous discussions about best teaching practice as revealed by
student
learning data.
stu
Upon further investigation, the leadership team finds that much meeting time
is spent perusing through students’ responses to common assessments and
collating data. Collaborative team members are focused and busy as they
crunch numbers on calculators and work out percentages to reveal how close
they are to the targets they have set. However, what little discussion there is
continued
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continued

centres on numbers rather than the team’s analysis of the data. By the time
the meeting ends, school leaders can sense the frustration as many overdue
agenda items are once again carried over to the next meeting.
At Southeast School, school leaders understand clearly that the primary purpose of the learning data collected by collaborative teams is
to provide evidence of student learning, allowing the team to have dishe data.
cussions about the collective actions they will take based on the
ning data in a
They also understand that teams need to access the learning
timely manner so that they can immediately adjust their response to ene their s
sure that students who are struggling or excelling have
specific
learning needs met.
larly revie
As such, the school leaders systematically and regularly
review the ways that
a. Based on
o this knowledge,
collaborative teams are using and collating data.
m facilitators
and in cooperation with collaborative team
facilitators, the leaders investiollate the da
gate the best system to process and collate
data. As teams become
more data-driven and responsive, the leaders en
ensure that a whole-school
ished. Da
approach to data collation is established.
Data-entry spreadsheets are cred by teams to work with each new common
ated that can be quickly modified
mulas and conditional formatting of cells are
assessment developed. Formulas
developed to automate as much of the data calculation as possible. When
n the program used, professional learning is conducted.
educators lack skill in
me, a system is developed that allows educators to enter
Over a period of time,
their data quickly in advance of the team meeting and bring the collated data
m for discussion.
disc
back to the team
The collaborative team time and discussions now focus m
more on analysing and acting on the data, since precious
meeting time is not consumed with processing the data.
theast’s s
Southeast’s
school leaders constantly check with teams to ensure that the
ystem su
system
suits their needs. A process of continuous improvement is established a
as agreed-upon adjustments are made to ensure that each team has
the a
ability to turn data into specific information and action.

D
Decision-making structures
Hattie (2009) concludes that the most powerful strategy for guaranteeing that students learn
at high levels is to ensure that teachers work collaboratively to identify essential learnings,
gather evidence of student learning through ongoing assessments, and then use the evi-
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dence of learning to discuss, evaluate and plan for continued student learning. This model
requires educators to make collaborative decisions and take action based on the evidence
of student learning.
ility to
The inquiry process demands that each team is granted the authority and responsibility
rally, the
solve problems of practice in creative, innovative and evidence-backed ways. Naturally,
ool leaders
school’s mission and vision must guide the approaches implemented, but school
heir own decineed to ensure that school structures enable collaborative teams to make their
ms need to be given
sions in alignment with the school’s strategic direction. Collaborative teams
the opportunity to experiment and take risks as they inquire into various ways tto improve
ation that the a
student learning. As long as the data collected provides confirmation
action taken is
tion that school
sc
having a positive impact, school leaders need to let go of the notion
improvement
ecisions the
and improved student learning is only possible through the decisions
they make.
The creation of structures that shift decision-making responsib
responsibilities to teachers enables
s of learning
learnin for all students. However, it
everyone to contribute towards the goal of high levels
bility for school
sc
does not absolve school leaders from responsibility
improvement. In a PLC, their
tive teams s
role is to ensure that the goals that collaborative
set are being achieved and to supon of time and resources.
port collaborative teams through the provision
bility this arrangement demands, school personnel are
As a result of the reciprocal accountability
hievement of the school mission and vision. Consider the
united as they work toward the achievement
following scenario featuring two PLC scho
schools:

The leaders of Northwest School have gained strong staff support for the imn of the PLC process. Professional learning has been conducted
plementation
and an action
ion plan has been developed.
leader implements an accountability system to ensure that the
One school le
leadership
eadership tteam is clear about what each team is up to and whether they
following the strategic direction that had been set. The leader requests
are foll
that each team send her a list of the team’s proposed actions after each
meeting. The leader will then check the actions, and if she agrees they will
m
have a positive impact on improving student learning, she will communicate
with the team and allow them to implement the proposed actions.
After several months the school leader notices that, while teams seem to be
busy, there appears to be very little change in how teachers are teaching in
continued
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continued

their classrooms. In fact, even the actions that are approved seem to be
implemented with little enthusiasm or genuine interest.
At Southeast School, all staff understand that the purpose of the PLC process is to allow teams to inquire and make decisions about effective teache
ing practice to improve student learning. As such, the school leaders have
sion an
made sure that all staff are involved in developing the school’s mission
and
n school
vision statements. These statements are constantly discussed in
school
forums, and over time they become entrenched in the culture of the school.
standing o
With the knowledge that everyone on staff has a clear understanding
of the
ams to be as innodirection of the school, the school leaders encourage teams
learnin data. Teams
vative as possible as they develop actions based on learning
understand that they have licence to set their own course of action, so long
dent learning a
as it is based on evidence of improved student
and contributes to
the achievement of the school mission and vision.
The school leader remains informed on the actio
actions and decisions teams
utonomou
are making but allows them to act autonomously.
She knows that teams will
ight of the data they receive and will quickreview any decision they make in light
n if it doesn’t
does improve student learning. As a
ly revise or abandon the action
ed, trusted
truste and supported as they work together.
result, teams feel empowered,

ur
Administrative structures
We have already established
tablished that as collaborative teams begin to focus on the inquiry process and activelyy research b
best teaching practices, it is vital they are not diverted from this
work by the less
important tasks that can clog collaborative meeting agendas. The transforess importa
mation from
conventional school to PLC requires educators to work in different ways and on
m conven
tasks that
hat may not
n have been a priority in the past. In the initial stages of the PLC journey, the
tendency
will be to default to previous ways of working and familiar tasks. For exency of teams
te
discussions about the organisation of an upcoming excursion – while important – are
ample, disc
easier and more familiar to newly formed collaborative teams than discussions aimed
much eas
analysing learning data to identify the best teaching practices.
at ana
School leaders need to ensure that school structures are put in place to reduce or minimise
the administrative and technical tasks that can often intrude into valuable collaborative team
meeting time. While these tasks are important for school operations and can’t be eliminated
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entirely, school leaders need to review existing school structures and free educators of as
many of these second-tier tasks as possible. As previously discussed, organisational arrangements will vary from school to school depending on their unique circumstances. It is vital,
al
however, if we are asking educators to work in different ways and on different work than they
hey
are used to, that due consideration is given to removing some of the traditional tasks educators have been required to perform. Ultimately, collaborative teamwork is doomed to
o failure if
school leaders do not find ways to reduce the number of tasks educators perform
m that could
coul
distract from the PLC purpose of improving student learning.
thers, addressed
addresse in other
By ensuring that administrative or technical tasks are dealt with by others,
ative team mee
forums or quarantined to a brief, specific time on the collaborative
meeting agenda,
school leaders show that they actively support the important work of co
collaborative teams
aimed at ensuring high levels of learning for all students.

omes back from a PLC profesAt Northwest School, the leadership team comes
c
sional learning session excited for the school to commence
its journey toea
wards becoming a PLC. School staff are always eager
to try new things, and
nefits for s
they are quickly convinced of the benefi
student learning. They particueated for them
t
larly like the fact that time will be created
to collaborate with a focus
on improving student learning – the very reason most of them entered the
profession in the first place.
b after only a few weeks the school leaders
The PLC process start off well, but
begin to notice that staff s
seem to be increasingly tired and run down. When
s try to spea
school leaders
speak to one of their most trusted members of staff
tuations, sh
about the situations,
she explains that she doesn’t really have time to talk
he just has too much to do: ‘We just don’t seem to ever get on top
because she
gs. We’re working hard on this PLC stuff, but we still have everything
of things.
else to do as well.’
At Southe
Southeast School, school leaders understand that any change process
can be time-consuming and energy-draining if not handled in the right way.
The leaders know that educators will become overburdened if they are asked
to adopt new practices while keeping up all the other tasks for which they
have previously been responsible. As such, when the idea of working to become a PLC is met with the support of the majority of staff, the leadership
team decides to assess which existing practices and approaches can be
abandoned or at least modified to ease the pressure on educators. They use
the opportunity to show staff that it is okay to abandon ineffective practices
if they impact on the school’s ability to achieve its mission and vision.
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assist us in ensuring our focus as leaders and teachers remains on learning at all times.
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authority to make the necessary structural changes. Not only do school leaders build the context for the PLC work, they also build the required organisational structures and address anyy
structural barriers that exist. From the beginning of the PLC journey, leaders must make itt a
priority to reorganise the school so that all endeavours, of all educators, are directed towards
ds
the achievement of learning at high levels for all students.
When commencing the PLC journey, leaders may be uncertain as to the changes required or
daunted by the prospect of having to make changes to historically embedded
ed school
scho
ool strucs
tures. However, as collaborative teams start to form and barriers are identifi
tified
d within existing
structures, leaders in a PLC must support educators to adapt to the
e new
n w way they
th are being
asked to work. Leaders who support educators through the creation
tion of s
supportive
upport
structures
ensure that the foundations for collaboration are established. Then,
hen, as a school proceeds
further down the PLC path, an important aspect of the school le
leader’s
’s ro
role is to monitor and
adjust the structural organisation of the school in order to keep a
abreast of cultural changes
and support continued transformation.
Each school is different, and so school structures
es w
will
ill vary according to the school context.
One constant, however, is that PLC leaders must
ust bu
build
uild and adapt school structures in ways
that promote interdependence and collaboration.
ora
ation. Lee,
Le Smith and Croninger (1995) found
that schools that implemented structural chang
changes
es involving reduced hierarchy and increased
collaboration had higher achievement rates and smaller achievement gaps than schools with
a more conventional structure. Alongside
ongside a schoolwide culture of collaboration, structures
which support collaboration must
ust be esta
established in order for a PLC to develop and flourish.
For leaders undertaking
g the PLC jo
journey,
ur
two messages are clear:
n Certain foundational
ndat
st
structures must be in place to facilitate the development of a
PLC.
n Ongoing
ngoin attent
attention and adjustments must be made to structural and organisational
arrangements
rrangement as educators’ capacity to work in a PLC continues to develop and
flourish.
ou sh.

ACTIO 4.3: CULTIVATE STRUCTURES FOR A HIGHACTION
P
ERF
PERFORMING
PLC
The collaborative learning-focused culture that PLC leaders are trying to establish is at
once demonstrated and supported by the structural changes that leaders undertake in their
schools. Through structural modifications, leaders of PLCs build the infrastructure to allow
PLCs to take root and grow. But which structures are most deserving of a school leaders’
attention? Our experience has led us to identify the following primary areas on which PLC
leaders may need to reflect:
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n structures to develop school mission and vision statements
n structures that promote distributed leadership
n structures for schoolwide communication
n structures to ensure effective collaborative teams
n structures that maximise student learning
n structures for celebrating PLC progress
nctioning PLC are not
It should be noted that the structures required to establish a high-functioning
uctures in a PLC
PL are symdiscrete, nor do they exist in a vacuum. Just as the culture and structures
u change one
o structure to
biotic, the structures themselves impact on one another. When you
progress the work of the PLC, others will be affected and require further alter
alteration. Ultimately,
nge.
continued school improvement means continuous school change.

STRUCTURES TO DEVELOP SCHOOL MISSION
SION AND VISION STATEMENTS
One of the most foremost considerations when transforming
ansformi a school into a PLC is the development of the school’s mission and vision statements
tements ((DuFour et al, 2007).
n The school’s mission statement answers th
the fundamental questions of why the
rying to ach
school exists and what it is trying
achieve. It clearly articulates to all stakemental pu
holders the school’s fundamental
purpose. For educators, the mission statement
inspires them in the work they do o
on a daily basis.
n statement
statemen describes
d
n The school’s vision
what the school must become to achieve
uides the tra
its mission. It guides
transformations that must to occur to move the school
ng its miss
closer to making
mission a reality. An effective and compelling vision statement
s the sch
also allows
school to minimise actions and endeavours that might impact on its
o achieve its mission.
ability to
Successful PLC leade
leaders are aware that mission and vision statements must be more than
ds on pap
just words
paper. Instead, they need to guide actions and behaviours in the school on a
dailyy basis. Th
These statements document the shared beliefs and understandings that unite
every indiv
individual and collaborative team within the school. They provide a blueprint for improvement and must therefore underpin the shared commitments enacted by all.
In the early stages of the PLC transformation, structures must be established to ensure
that adequate time and input is allowed for the shared development of mission and vision
statements. School leaders need to consider how they are going to create the forums, time
and processes necessary to allow representatives of the school to jointly develop a common
understanding of the direction in which the school aims to go. The following are some key
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points to consider when devising structures to support the development of mission and vision statements:
n Educators who are expected to contribute significantly to the PLC process must be
e is a
given the opportunity for input, discussion and debate. This ensures that there
ssion
strong sense of ownership in and commitment to the direction set. As the mission
and vision expressed in the statements must be lived by all community members,
particularly the educators doing the work on a daily basis, structures establishe
established to
ment of a compe
develop the school’s direction must allow time for the development
compelling
s.
argument as to why everyone should commit to the PLC process.
m
n Participants involved in devising the direction outlined in the school‘s mission
and
e. If a diverse range of stakevision statements must be informed and knowledgeable.
uilding ttheir capacity to
holders is to be involved, school leaders must invest in building
ection dev
contribute. This will help to ensure that the future direction
developed for the school
ving sta
is research-based, credible and focused on improving
standards of student learning.
n The structures established must allow time for deep a
and meaningful discussions
d meetings prevent a solid foundation from
to take place. Rushed or poorly planned
ble future a
being laid, which can jeopardise possible
action. Prior preparation, adequate
resourcing and a clear procedure willl ensure th
that this foundational undertaking is
as efficient as possible.
ion should challenge old paradigms, not reinforce
n The school’s mission and vision
them. The development off mission a
and vision statements provides the opportunity
efs of edu
to test the shared beliefs
educators and key stakeholders, so the structures established must allow for beliefs to be tested and challenged, particularly in relation
to the ability off all students to learn at high levels.
chool’s mission
mis
n To turn the school’s
and vision into meaningful action, school leaders must
comm
ensure thatt the community
connects with and internalises it. Every meeting and
ommunic
every communication
strategy should in some way be used as an opportunity to further cement the school’s mission and vision into every school community member’s
consciousne
consciousness.
sch
n The school
leadership team need to be mindful that as the school becomes increasingly effective as a PLC, and as educators’ skills and capabilities develop, mission
a
and vision statements may need to be revised due to the increased collective
understanding of what can be achieved by working as a PLC. For example, when
starting the PLC journey, educators might not be convinced of the impact they can
have on student learning and may therefore limit the vision they set. As they start
seeing the results of working in collaborative teams, their understanding of the level
of learning possible will rise. In this case, the school’s mission and vision may need
to be reviewed in light of the increasing levels of student achievement.
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To understand the importance of ongoing attention to the school’s mission and vision, consider the following comparison of two schools that differ significantly in their approach to the
structural implementation of their mission and vision statements.

Several years ago, the staff and community at Northwest School put a lot
of work into developing the school’s mission and vision statements. At this
ed
time, the leadership team formed focus groups of staff members and worked
capsulatwith key stakeholders to develop well-articulated document that encapsulated in the
ed the ethos that the school was trying to achieve. Everyone involved
ompletion wa
process was happy with the developed document, and its completion
was
celebrated. The school’s vision and mission were proudly displayed in tthe
ol newsle
school foyer and appeared as a footer in the fortnightly school
newsletter.
on hav
Over the years, however, the school’s mission and vision
have become less
prominent in the minds of the educators and other communi
community members as
they focus instead on the daily tasks they have to perform
perform. When a school
ned the school
sch
leader speaks to a member of staff who joined
after the mission
ed to dis
and vision were developed, she is shocked
discover that this teacher is
tion. When she quizzes longer-serving
unaware of the school’s strategic direction.
staff members she discovers that they also have only a superficial understanding of the school’s mission and visio
vision. She realises that these imporool have never
ne
tant cornerstones of the school
performed their intended role of
w
underpinning and guiding the daily work
of the school community. Instead,
they have become at best another accountability task for educators to tick
off their to-do list – and at wors
worst, they have been forgotten altogether.
At Southeast School, the situation is quite different. Although both schools
gh a sim
went through
similar process to devise their mission and vision statehe school leaders
l
ments, the
at Southeast also developed a plan to ensure
thatt the mission and vision would be lived at the school on a daily basis.
her than s
Rather
simply adding the mission of the school to the often-ignored
ooter of th
footer
the newsletter, the mission is also referred to regularly in newsletter ar
articles; further, it features prominently on the school’s website and
is rere-presented to parents at all school-based events. Meanwhile, teachers
in their classrooms link the school’s mission to the learning goals being
shared with students.
To ensure that teachers keep the school’s mission and vision at the forefront
of their practice, each staff meeting begins with reference to the statements,
and short activities are organised for each meeting to ensure that educators
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are internalising the mission and vision. Staff even generate ideas through
addressing the question, ‘What can staff do to show that they are living the
school’s mission and vision?’ These ideas for professional behaviours are
constantly discussed. It is expected that all teachers will demonstrate them.
Staff are regularly encouraged to assess their actions and professional practice against the statements and discard practices and programs that do not
directly contribute towards their achievement. Even small gains are acknowlknowledged, while milestones are cause for community celebration.
re no longer w
At Southeast School, the mission and vision statements are
words
e become so instituon a piece of long-forgotten paper. Instead, they have
he school’s
schoo culture
tionalised that they are the driving force behind both the
supported by the structures purposely put in place.

STRUCTURES THAT PROMOTE DISTRIBUTED
BUTED LE
LEADERSHIP
Becoming a PLC necessitates changes to the
e leadership
leadersh structures of the school. In a PLC,
ndertake ccollective inquiry to achieve the PLC miseach collaborative team is empowered to undertake
sion of high levels of learning for all students.
dents. Working
Wo
together, educators become co-learners as they reflect on learning data to improve teaching practices. This change in the basic
dynamic of the way in which educators
cators work means that leadership is no longer centralised
but instead distributed across
school. In this way, professional collaboration is a foundaoss the schoo
tion for distributed leadership.
ership.
ip concentr
Distributed leadership
concentrates upon collaborative interaction between individuals in
al leadership
le
formal and informal
roles, sharing out some of the leadership and management
ke
responsibilities while keeping
the leadership team at the centre (Dinham 2008; Harris &
Spillane 2008). Harris (2014) describes distributed leaders as being
primari
primarily concerned with mobilizing leadership experience at all levels in the
orga
organisation to generate more opportunities for change and to generate the
ca
capacity for improvement. The emphasis is upon interdependent interaction
and practice rather than individual and independent actions associated with
those with formal leadership roles and responsibilities. (p. 36)
Harris (2014) emphasises that distributed leadership is about connecting leadership practice
as closely as possible to learning and teaching practices and empowering others as partners
in school transformation. Distributed leadership therefore addresses Fullan’s (2011) assertion that there has been an over-reliance on the ‘wrong drivers’ for system reform in which
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external accountability is presumed to drive results. Leadership in a PLC empowers people
to perform by building their capacity to do so and holds them accountable for performance
(Sahlberg 2011).
However, distributed leadership doesn’t just happen. The distributed leadership approach of
a highly effective PLC has to be carefully planned, and structures must be created to allow
ership
for it to develop. Development of educators’ ability to thrive under a distributed leadership
tructured
approach – and the opportunity to exercise these skills – needs to be deliberately structured
s journey to beinto the school’s operations and meeting schedules. Advancing the school’s
ortunities to support
su
come a high-performing PLC requires the establishment of planned opportunities
gether, how to d
the development of knowledge about how to work collaboratively together,
deal with
awing conc
conflict as it arises, how to maintain a professional focus when drawing
conclusions from
d so on. The structuring of
student learning data, how to identify best teaching practices, and
such opportunities as part of the school’s operations provides a reg
regular avenue for ongoing
litators an
support and professional learning for collaborative team facilitators
and members.
am members
member have a sense of ownership
Leadership in a PLC is distributed to ensure that team
and a commitment to team actions. Without some overall coord
coordination, however, the work can
he role of the principal and leadership team is
quickly deviate off track. Under the PLC model, the
s focus on achieving the school’s mission – and
to serve each collaborative team as the teams
eaders’ across
ac
part of this is the responsibility to ‘grow leaders’
the school. As such, it is essential
e held betw
that regular and targeted meetings are
between collaborative team facilitators and the
w best to lead a collaborative team.
leadership team with a focus on how
ple of two contrasting
co
Again, we turn to the example
schools to demonstrate the way in which
buted le
structures that promote distributed
leadership are essential for PLC success.

al of Nor
The principal
Northwest School has recently attended a professional
on PLCs and is excited about what this transformation
ning session o
learning
mightt bring. Ed
Educators at the school are already working in teams, and the
principal
incipal feels
fee sure that with a little refinement and some advice and profesreading, the teams will be able to quickly adjust their work to be more
sional rea
in line with the collaborative team practices that distinguish a PLC. When he
approaches the school’s existing team facilitators, they are eager to learn
app
more about how to work collaboratively.
m
The principal meets with the facilitators and outlines the PLC process.
He explains collaborative teamwork and gives the facilitators articles to
read. Upon monitoring the first few team meetings, he is pleased with the
transformation. He believes that each collaborative team should be given
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independence to do their work, so he gives each team increasing autonomy.
Yet when he revisits the teams several months later, the principal is shocked
to discover that many have reverted to their old way of working or have even
stopped meeting altogether.
ng
The principal of Southeast School attends the same professional learning
urn to
session, but she approaches implementation differently. Upon her return
mplementaschool, she first works with her leadership team to develop an implementas paced out
tion plan with the aim of making sure that the transformation is
-staff professional
profess
as much as possible. The principal then conducts a whole-staff
learning session in which staff critically consider how the PLC proce
process will
assist them to achieve higher levels of learning for alll student
students. At this
hallenged and interest
meeting, assumptions and beliefs are respectfully challenged
is generated.
embers of her leadership team
The principal ensures that she and key members
cilitators to discuss how things are
meet regularly with individual team facilitators
cessary. Co
going and offer support in any way necessary.
Common issues or concerns
beco
across teams are identified, and these become
the focus of professional
m membe
learning for facilitators and team
members. Existing forums, such as staff
nce the capabilities
c
meetings, are used to enhance
of educators to work interdependently as part off a PLC. As well as their individual meetings with
acilitators get together on a regular basis to share
school leaders, team facilitators
neys, celebrate their successes and learn from one another.
their teams’ journeys,
arning abo
Professional learning
about the PLC process is targeted to meet the needs
m, and team
of each team,
teams are encouraged to share best PLC practices. Not
only are teams supported and assisted by the school’s leaders, but time is
de and protected
p
set aside
to ensure that this happens. Because building the
collaborative capabilities of educators is seen as a high priority by school
eaders, it becomes embedded in the way the school operates. Continuous
leaders,
capabil
capability-building fosters in educators a deep sense that they will be continually supported in the new way they were being asked to work.

STRUCTURES FOR SCHOOLWIDE COMMUNICATION
ST
Effective channels of communication are essential in any transformative process to ensure
that all community members clearly understand the change. In establishing a PLC, it is vital
that communication structures are reviewed and then modified, or dismantled and re-established, to eliminate boundaries and hierarchies that inhibit the flow of information.
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Schools are complex organisations that involve a lot of daily administrative and organisational
procedures. Communication of these procedures and their requirements can clog meeting
agendas and collaborative team time, so it is vital that educators can access this necessary
information in a way that does not involve valuable collaboration time being lost. Communication
structures need to effectively manage the volume of information that educators need to know
ow
on a daily basis so that precious team time is not wasted on discussions of lower-impact
mpact
issues.
cedures so that
School leaders can establish a range of communication structures and procedures
nication structures
structu
such information is readily available to educators. Both written communication
–
lletin boards – and oral
such as daily bulletins, emails, published meeting minutes and bulletin
tion-sharin sessions at
communication structures – daily staff briefings, time-bound information-sharing
staff meetings, and informal direct conversations – assist greatlyy in ensurin
ensuring ready access
to necessary information.
Introducing and utilising communication structures such as these also ensures that time at
ful dialogue and discussion about the pricollaborative team meetings is reserved for purposeful
munication structures
s
mary purpose of school: student learning. Any communication
established within a
PLC must not intrude on the collaborative team mandate of productive dialogue on the issues
earning fo
that matter most in achieving high levels of learning
for all students.
unication tthat limit non-essential information will allow
Developing efficient channels of communication
ft in a wa
the communication landscape to shift
way that privileges in-depth dialogue between edue and student learning.
le
cators about teaching practice
By ensuring the required communication
import
structures are in place to share important
organisational and administrative requirements
opportu
that schools must attend to, opportunity
and time is created to allow teams to get on with
tudent learn
the task of improving student
learning.
io highlights the markedly different outcomes that two different approaches
The below scenario
e communica
to schoolwide
communication can have.

At North
Northwest School, collaborative teams have been embedded into the
schoo
school’s operations for several years. All educators are allocated to a team
and a schoolwide collaborative meeting schedule is established.
School leaders are happy with the structures that have been put in place, but
they have become increasingly concerned that there has been little improvement in student learning. Even the educators who were initially most enthusiastic about the PLC process have begun to exhibit higher levels of frustration, and
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some have complained publicly that collaborative team meetings intrude on
time when they could be planning lessons or marking assessments.
The leadership team at Northwest School decides to question a few of the
more dedicated educators to gather information about what is going on.
he
Educator after educator reports that meetings are being consumed with the
the
sharing of information, the completion of administrative duties and other
ers dig
tasks not directly related to student learning. When the school leaders
e shocked to
deeper to analyse the demands being placed on teams, they are
hemselves.
discover that many are coming from the leadership team themselves.
m takes steps
step to exAt Southeast School, by contrast, the leadership team
app
plicitly build consensus among staff about which tasks are appropriate
to
include on a collaborative team’s meeting agenda. Educators a
are taught how
hey arise during collaborative
to ‘car park’ some less-pressing issues when they
wed up at the appropriate time.
team discussions so that they can be followed
omes the central
c
A daily bulletin is established and becomes
point for all school
communications and reminders.
us on learning
learn
The leadership team models a focus
by acting as a filter to make
sure that staff meetings focus on profess
professional learning or collaborative probollaborative team meetings and respectfully challem-solving. They monitor collaborative
lenge teams when items appear th
that do not relate to the PLC process. The
leadership team raises the sta
status and importance of collaborative team
upporting te
meetings by supporting
teams to ensure that they can focus on the right
work.

STRUCTURES
RES TO ENSURE EFFECTIVE COLLABORATIVE TEAMS
Scheduled
eduled ti
time to meet and plan
Most people involved in school improvement agree that the most critical factor is time.
What’s m
more, research validates this commonly held belief. According to Raywid (1993), ‘collaborative
abor
time for teachers to undertake and then sustain school improvement may be more
important than equipment, facilities or even staff development’.
im
Given that collaborative teams are the engines of school improvement when it comes to
achieving high levels of student learning, one of the most important questions that needs to
be resolved when transforming from a conventional school into a PLC is, ‘When will collabo-
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COLIN SLOPER
RESOURCES
Colin Sloper is a director of the Centre for Professional Learning Communities (CPLC). He has been a
teacher, assistant principal and principal in government schools for the past 35 years. In the course of
his career, he has been involved in the establishment of five new state government schools, spending
the last seven years as principal at Pakenham Springs Primary School in Victoria.
Because of his leadership and collaborative work with the school community, Pakenham Springs became the first recognised
model of a professional learning community (PLC) in Australia.

Collaborative System of Support
Chris Weber, Tom Hierck, Garth Larson, Colin Sloper, Gavin Grift
• 9781760017897
Collaborative Systems of Support has the potential
to revolutionise the way we think about teaching and
learning.ǡǡIt outlines how when we fluently and comprehensively address the core support, more support and
specialised support needed for differentiated, individualised and personalised learning, it is possible to meet the needs of
every single student who we serve in our schools.ǡǡ

HB7897 • $35.95

Transformative Collaboration:
Five Commitments for Leading a
Professional Learning Community
Michelle Jones, Colin Sloper, Tonia Flanagan,
Janelle Wills, Alma Harris, Kylie Lipscombe, Gavin Grift
• 9781760017477
The authors of this book have cumulatively supported
over 1000 schools to cultivate the collaborative culture required to
meet the academic and social needs of every student. Transformative
Collaboration: Five Commitments for Leading a Professional Learning
Community is the outcome of this experience, and takes you beneath
the surface of the school as professional learning community (PLC)
to explore the critical commitments that leaders must make to truly
transform school culture and get the results students deserve.

HB7477 • $39.95
RTI Is a Verb
Tom Hierck, Chris Weber • 9781760012977
Response to intervention (RTI) is about assessing how
all students respond to instruction. This book goes
beyond the why and what of RTI to show you how
to translate this good idea into a plan of action for
your school. It offers concrete recommendations and
resources, including interventions emphasising university and career
readiness; practical strategies for screening, progress monitoring and
diagnostics; and sample approaches to specific interventions across
the curriculum.

CO2977 • $36.95
Groups at Work: Strategies and Structures for
Professional Learning
Laura Lipton, Bruce Wellman • 9781760017385

Thoughtful application of this toolbox will change the
dynamic of your meetings resulting in greater satisfaction,
stronger relationships and higher quality collaborative
work. This indispensable resource for developing skilful
groups includes more than 78 field-tested strategies for
structuring time-efficient, task-focused meetings and work sessions. Each
strategy description includes clear directions for application, including
necessary materials, time frames and suggested group size.

Collaborative Teams That Transform
Schools: The Next Step in PLCs
Laurel Hecker, Janelle Wills, Jan Hoegh, Phil Warrick,
Robert Marzano, Tammy Heflebower, Gavin Grift
• 9781760017484
Collaborative Teams That Transform Schools:
The Next Step in PLCs is groundbreaking. It
offers teachers and school leaders a practical, comprehensive
model for building successful professional learning communities
(PLCs), drawing from the extensive research and experience of
its authors to present a clear and compelling look at the future of
PLCs. Beginning with essential theory, the authors then detail the
practical steps that collaborative teams can take to transform
their schools. If you are an educator in the process of developing
your school as a PLC, this book is an invaluable resource.

MRL7484 • $35.95

Intentional Interruption: Breaking
Down Learning Barriers to Transform
Professional Practice
Lisa Ain Dack, Steven Katz • 9781743307489
Steven Katz and Lisa Ain Dack explain the secret
to getting unstuck: interrupting the status quo of
traditional activity-based professional development
to help educators embrace permanent changes in thinking and
behaviour. They outline a process-grounded in psychological researchfor real professional learning that ultimately leads to improved student
achievement. Illustrated with concrete, school-based examples drawn
from real practice, Intentional Interruption shows how rethinking
professional learning can lead to the development of a real and
sustainable learning culture in your school.

CO7489 • $28.95

The Principal as Professional Learning
Community Leader
Ontario Principals’ Council • 9781741709162
Featuring professional development modules
and case studies that can be adapted to any
school context, The Principal as Professional
Learning Community Leader is an invaluable
companion for school leaders at any level. Schools with
professional learning communities (PLCs) benefit from significantly
improved student achievement and a greater sense of shared
purpose. This resource, part of the “Leading Student Achievement”
series, provides principals with practical support to lead the
development of PLCs in their schools.

CO9164 • $37.95

MRV7385 • $42.95
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